
Welcome to Chilli Swim! 

Each week through to Christmas we will be sharing
our weekly briefing notes with you to help extend
your cold water swimming knowledge and make your
dips with us even more enjoyable. This very first
briefing note provides you with an insight in to how
we will be running Chilli~Swim our winter swim club
at Activities Away in 2020/21

Whether you are new to winter swimming or if you
are an experienced winter swimmer please still take
the time to read this bulletin as it will help you to
prepare for your season of winter swimming with us.

CHILLI CHATTER
HOW LOW CAN YOU GO?



Cold water swimming is attracting increasingly
large numbers of swimmers year on year. 

Seemingly we are turning to cold water for our next adventure,
participation, challenge or race. 

As you are reading this I guess that you either currently enjoy or want
to start to enjoy cold water swimming. 

Whilst much has been written of cold water, I am often asked simply
“What is it like to swim in cold water? How does it feel? How could I
get into cold water swimming? 

Based on what happens at Winter Swim Club this is our “How to guide”
which aims to help you answer those questions, a little about how our
club will work this year and more. 

Whilst there is no substitute for experience I always find it is good to
gain a little knowledge on how to approach any new challenge before
taking the plunge.



22 Sunday swim opportunities from 10 am to 11:00 am*
First session 1st November 2020 - Final session 28 March 2021
Maximum swim time 2 mins per degree (below 5c we swim ten mins)
Experienced safety & First Aid cover 
Online booking via WIX APP

Social distancing on site
Hot drinks and food available to purchase
Outdoor ventilated warm shelter 
Ten weeks of coaching & advice on site, throughout Nov & Dec

Weekly Bulletins to support coached weeks  
LobsterSquadUK & Chilli~Mob challenges 

A great atmosphere
A group of like-minded people 

A winter focus with our own optional winter swimming event  

Covid compliant 
Full catering available including Soup kitchen
Charity Support for Shelter UK

*Packages available Include, induction only, 5 x swims, 22 x swims 

CHILLI SWIM MEMBERSHIP includes -



How do we operate 
cold water swim club sessions?

Winter Swim club members  have access throughout winter to swim 
in our  clear and clean inland training lake. 

The lake is tested monthly and always returns “Excellent bathing
standards”. 

As its Winter you can expect to swim in water from 13c or lower with
water temperature reducing to 0c during hardened winter months,  
it really is perfect for cold water swimming. 

Each winter swim club session taking place on a Sunday (22 in total) 
starting at 10:00 am, you arrive and sign in upon arrival. 

There is NO CASUAL SWIMMING all swims MUST be booked in advance
on the WIX booking APP you used in the summer
.
If you have swum with the CHILLI SWIM club before then our 
induction and guided session are optional for you. 

If you have not swum with us before you must read our online
guidance, sign to say that you have done so and attend our induction
session before swimming.

The INDUCTION SESSION only ever needs completing ONCE and lasts for
life, we aim to provide you with the tools you need to start 
COLD WATER SWIMMING SAFELY.

We take our duty of care very seriously as we want you to confidently
enjoy your COLD WATER SWIMMING experience. 



This year when you arrive on site please come changed
ready, there is no changing available on site due to
Covid restrictions. 

At 10 am our coached introduction takes place every week during November –
if you want to join in the induction you MUST pre book on our WIX APP. 

During December we will change our focus from induction to; coaching for cold
water, improving your cold water tolerance, cold water technique and cold
water racing, (including; how to race, turn, stay warm between events and
technique for speed whilst still feeling your toes!)

Each induction and coached session (November and December) and every non
coached session in the New Year has the added benefit of a full water safety
team and medical cover present at these extremely cold temperatures. 

In addition to the formal side of provision the club is very sociable and this
provides an opportunity for individuals to share their experiences and have a
chat and a coffee at the Soup Kitchen Café after their swim. 

Please note social distancing must be applied.

Unlike previous years we will not be operating a warm room (Covid again) but
we will have a dry wind and weatherproof ventilated sheltered area to pop
your things into and each swimmer will have an allocated socially distanced
space. It’s an awkward time but we will provide what we can for you.

Before you arrive the staff team prepare for the session, check and install
water safety equipment, measure water and air temperature and wind speed
(this is important as wind chill really cools the body quickly). 

The team also makes sure that safety craft, rescue equipment, and the
rewarming facilities are prepared. They do a great job in checking everything
even down to topping up the hot chocolate supplies!



How will a typical first cold water swim go?

 We have often found that swimmers who come to us for the winter
season once there is snow on the ground, and have not managed to
undertake A STRUCTURED INDUCTION INTO COLD WATER SWIMMING
don't enjoy the season as much as they could.

We recommend that you take things slowly and increase
 the intensity or duration of your swims over time. 

The first year gets you ready for … well next year! 

Each swimmer must find his or her own limits and this will depend on
their physiology, psychological approach and lifestyle combined of
course with the power of Mother Nature. 

We also recommend that any new swimmers experiencing cold water
swimming for their first season 
seek medical advice before undertaking activity.

Especially if you have any pre-existing medical conditions.

 



We recommend the following acclimatisation
routine prior to swimming

Agree a maximum time to swim before you start 
but cut this short if need be.
Enter the water slowly and pause at waist depth.
Stay calm and focus on retaining a normal breathing pattern. 
Do not swim off but wait for a few minutes until your 
breathing settles to a controllable level. 
Over a period of a minute or two immerse the hands and wrists, next
wet the face, wrists and back of the neck before totally immersing. 
Practice exhalation into the cold water before swimming off
Begin with a short swim either head up or face in the water as suits
When you set off the first 100m or so may be unsettled 
RELAX INTO YOUR STROKE.

How should I enter cold water?

When entering cold water you will experience “Cold Shock Response”. 
If approached correctly this will not pose any major concerns for the
average fit swimmer. Although cold water tolerance will vary between
individuals, the immediate danger period for cold shock will typically
last up to 3 minutes. Usually after this time you will regain control of
breathing and heart rate and then focus on the task in hand –
swimming. We recommend that you do not jump or dive straight in
but you take your time to acclimatise before starting to swim to avoid
any negative reaction to cold shock response. If the temperature is
below 10C, you may experience the sensation of a sharp pain in your
hands, feet and face whilst you acclimatise, your body will be tingling
all over, THIS IS NORMAL..



STAYING WARM AFTER YOUR SWIM

Equally as important as preparing to swim and limiting your exposure
during a cold water swim is ensuring that you fully rewarm after the
session. 

There is a phenomenon called AFTER DROP which occurs when the
body temperature drops after you exit the water.

After drop can be contained if exposure to cold is limited and if
rewarming starts immediately after the swim. 

To avoid negative consequences of after drop we recommend that you;

Do not dry yourself vigorously, it speeds up after drop.

Dry and dress yourself quickly

Put on a hat, then dress your body and then lower body.

Try using multiple layers and avoid wearing clothing with zips and
laces these can be tricky with cold hands.

Once dressed stay out of the wind and enjoy a hot chocolate.

In cold temperatures expect to shiver and even shake mildly

If you shake vigorously you may well be over doing it 

Winter Swimming is not just a matter of getting into cold water but
having the ability to regain normal body temperature safely and
effectively after your swim. 



LobstersquadUK & the Chilli Mob Challenge 

This year we have a challenge for you, if you can complete a 
400m swim in before the end of the season
you will qualify to purchase an exclusive t-shirt 

Lobster Squad T-shirt  – (400m to be completed non wetsuit) 
Chilli Mob T-shirt – (400m completed in a wetsuit)  

BUT the 400m MUST be completed within the 
2 minute per degree time limit! 

 

HOW LONG CAN YOU SWIM FOR?

We operate a 2 minute per degree policy throughout winter – 

FOR EXAMPLE -  if its 6c in the water you can swim for 12
minutes. 

Once we hit 5c then we level out at 10 minutes even if we get
down to zero – it’s a case of how low can you go but we still
don’t allow more than 10 minutes at or below 5c 



AFTER SWIMMING

Once you have completed your swim jump straight into a Swim Robe
and woolly hat  is the best way to start your rewarming process. 

We also recommend that you sip a hot drink or soup. 

These are available on site to purchase and we are donating towards
#Shelter, our nominated charity, for every Soup purchase made this
season.

FINALLY

In between sessions we will push out relevant  information and 
 notifications on any changes to swim sessions via the WIX APP
MESSAGE SYSTEM so please ensure you have NOTIFICATIONS
ACTIVATED in the APP so you will receive these messages.

If you are unsure how to do this - ask a member of staff 
and one of our TECH TEAM will show you how. 


